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This weeks block is from Jo Morton and it has Flying Geese in it...I am having way too much fun making Flying
Geese units right now. Do you remember that old commercial for potato chips with the tagline, "Bet you can't eat
just one?" Well, I am finding it hard to make just one of these blocks and once you give it a try you may feel the
same. There are so many looks you can get just by changing the fabric placement and if you have been looking at
all of the lovely blocks being shared on Facebook you know just what I mean.
You can find the pattern HERE.

I am going to use the No Waste method for making the Flying Geese units again. That means I changed the cutting
directions for A and B.
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A-2 1/8" x 2 1/8" (cut 8)
B- 3 1/2" x 3 1/2" (cut 2)
Since I am making two different colors of Flying Geese I cut one B from each fabric choice.

We should be getting pretty good at this now...place two A squares on opposite corners of the B square and draw a
diagonal line through both.
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Sew 1/4 inch from each side of the drawn line. I find it helps to have that point on the top A square facing towards
me as I feed it though my machine.

Cut apart on the line and press towards the triangles.
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I draw the diagonal line on the remaining A squares b efore placing them on the unit just made.
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Just like before, sew 1/4 inch from each side of the drawn line. Again, I like to sew with the unit in this direction so
that everything stays nice and flat. Cut apart on the drawn line and press towards the triangles. Voilà! Four little
Flying Geese made.

We need to trim these to 1 1/2" x 2 1/2" I am using one of my Bloc Loc rulers, but will demonstrate with a regular
ruler as well.

If you are using a regular ruler line up the 1 1/4 inch mark with the point of the "Goose" making sure that you have
1/4 inch extending beyond. Place your 1 1/2 inch mark along the diagonal seam on the right and 2 1/2 inch mark on
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the left. Trim the side and top.

Rotate the unit and once again place the 1 1/4 inch mark at the point of the "Goose" and the 1 1/2" line of your ruler
should run along the edge we just trimmed. Line up the diagonal of the ruler with the seam on the right, and the 2
1/2" line should fall right on the other edge we you just trimmed. Trim the last two sides.
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Now lay out all of the lovely geese in pairs and sew them together.

There is going to be some bulk when you go over this seam so go slow. A stilleto can help to guide it through as you
attempt to have your needle land right on the center of the X made by the seams of the flying geese. (see next
photo)
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I tried to zoom in to show how X marks the spot you want to hit with your needle. If you land to the left of the stitches
you will lose your sharp point.
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All my geese are in a row and waiting for me to make the Square in a Square unit for the center.
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I did not make any changes to Jo Morton's cutting directions for the C and D blocks. She is making this unit the
same way I would have chosen. Start by drawing diagonal lines on all four C squares. Place one C square on the
D square.
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This time we will sew along the diagonal line. I have found it is best to place your needle just to the right of the
drawn line rather than landing on top of it.
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Before cutting away the extra, check to see that the triangle covers the square underneath. You may find that you
need to move your needle a little more to the right as you sew if any of the D square extends beyond the little corner
triangle. Place the 1/4 inch mark of your ruler on the seam and trim away the excess. (Be sure to leave a 1/4" seam
allowance.)

Now repeat the process with the next C square on the opposite corner.
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After you have added all four C squares make sure the unit still measures 2 1/2" x 2 1/2"
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Time to lay out all of the pieces. This will give us a nine patch block, so all we need to do is first join the units to
make three rows. There will be some bulky seams so take your time. The center row will have the points of the
triangles to watch out for-just go slow and aim for the X.
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Next we need to sew the rows together. I pressed the top and bottom rows towards the D squares and found the
center row did best if I pressed it open. This allowed me to match the seams well when joining the rows. I did place
a pin at the seams to hold them in place.
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I am really pleased with the bees that are buzzing in my Garden Notes blocks.
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Click here for a pdf version.
Thank you for all of the kind words you have shared about how much these tutorials have helped you to have
success in piecing your blocks. Thank you too for the questions you ask along the way. I am enjoying getting to
know you!

Until next time...
Happy Quilting!!!
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